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Interpretation of the Electrocardiogram of Young Athletes

Abhimanyu Uberoi, MD, MS; Ricardo Stein, MD, ScD; Marco V. Perez, MD; James Freeman, MD, MPH; Matthew Wheeler, MD, PhD; Frederick Dewey, MD; Roberto Peidro, MD; David Hadley, PhD; Jonathan Drezen, MD; Sanjay Sharma, FRCP; Antonio Pelliccia, MD; Domenico Corrado, MD; Josef Niebauer, MD, PhD, MBA; N.A. Mark Estes III, MD; Euan Ashley, MRCP, DPhil*; Victor Froelicher, MD*

Sudden cardiac death in a young athlete is a tragic and high-profile event. The best way to prevent such deaths is, however, highly debated. The European experience informed the American Heart Association,3 and with the American Heart Association endorsing or implementing screening programs for their athletes, with a recent analysis suggesting a degree of cost effectiveness in line with other accepted medical interventions.3,12 Although American authors have acknowledged the possible benefits of such an approach, many have expressed concern over the portability of such a model to the US healthcare system. Concern has focused in particular on the idea of mandatory testing, cost effectiveness, the availability of practitioners qualified to interpret ECGs, and the burden of false-positive results. With professional sports organizations such as the International Olympic Committee, the National Basketball Association, the National Football League, and the Union of European Football Associations endorsing or implementing screening programs for their athletes, with a recent analysis suggesting a degree of cost effectiveness in line with other accepted medical interventions,3 and with the American Heart Association offering a cautious endorsement to the idea of local programs,4 volunteer-led testing programs across the US have begun to emerge. Thus, although no detailed guidance for the interpretation of the athlete’s ECG exists, many physicians will be called on to interpret an athlete’s ECG.

Editorial see p 669

A principal obstacle to such interpretation is the difficulty in distinguishing abnormal patterns from physiological effects of training. Many clinical and ECG findings that may be a cause of concern in the general population are normal for athletes. In addition, the test characteristics of the ECG for different findings vary according to age, sex, ethnicity, sport, and level of training. In particular, different challenges exist for younger athletes because of the evolution of the ECG with age. This is further complicated by historical inconsistencies in the definition of ECG abnormalities and the uncertainty about criteria for final diagnosis of several diseases in secondary testing.5–11 Finally, low disease prevalence limits the positive predictive value of many ECG criteria, even for those with otherwise favorable sensitivity and specificity. Although this document focuses in large part on the diagnostic gray area presented by ECG screening, we have where possible included suggestions for secondary testing strategies. Current recommendations for patients diagnosed with cardiomyopathy or channelopathy are clearly against participation in high-level or competitive exercise.11,12

Revised European Guidelines Relating to the Athlete’s ECG

An international group of experts under the auspices of the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) recently published new recommendations for the interpretation of the ECG in athletes.13 As part of this report, they reanalyzed the 1005 highly trained athletes previously presented by Pelliccia and colleagues in a landmark study.13,14 Originally, 40% (n=402) were considered to have findings possibly associated with cardiovascular disease. However, using the new ESC recommendations this percentage was lowered to 11%, which implies a meaningful increase in specificity. The age range of these athletes was 9 to 55 years with 25% female, 99% white, and most participating in Olympic sports. In a US context, we applied this reclassification scheme to a study of Stanford collegiate athletes (age range 18 to 22, 46% female, 10% black).15 In our original analysis of 658 athletes, 62% of the men and 32% of the women had abnormal ECGs and 63 (10%) were considered to have ECG patterns possibly associated with cardiovascular diseases that warranted further testing. This latter classification category was similar to the
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group defined as “distinctly abnormal” by Pelliccia et al.14 When these 63 “abnormal” ECGs were evaluated using our interpretation of the new ESC criteria, 34 (6%) were reclassified to the normal range and only 29 (4%) remained in the abnormal category. Thus, implied specificity rises to above 95%. These data seem to support the assertion by Corrado et al13 that the new criteria improve the specificity of the ECG as part of the preparticipation examination, but this remains to be tested in a prospective study.

**Training-Related ECG Changes**

The principal change in the approach of the new ESC guidelines, which mirrors that of most practitioners in the US carrying out ECG screening in young people, is the recognition of the range of findings that are the direct result of training.

**Increased QRS Voltage**

A significant change in the most recent ESC guidelines document relates to the treatment of isolated QRS voltage. The largest proportion of athletes with ECGs classified as abnormal using previous criteria exhibited isolated increases in QRS voltage (prevalence of up to 80% in some series). Because of this and other evidence that such voltage correlates poorly with left ventricular mass in young athletes,16 there is widespread acceptance that in the absence of other markers suggesting actual left ventricular hypertrophy (axis changes, changes in repolarization, atrial abnormalities, increased QRS width), high QRS voltage is not a sufficient reason in isolation to refer an athlete for further evaluation.17,18

**Early Repolarization**

The finding of ST elevation in V3–6 with an elevated J point and a peaked upright T wave (or more commonly in athletes of African descent, a domed ST segment followed by a biphasic or inverted T wave) is present in >50% of trained athletes. It is particularly prevalent in men. Of note, ECG changes of high voltage and abnormal repolarization can precede echocardiogram changes in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Although a normal echocardiogram in this setting (in the absence of other factors) may allow participation, such athletes should be followed up serially. In athletes, although the mechanism is uncertain, early repolarization seems to regress with age and when training declines and often changes or disappears during a bout of exercise or with increasing heart rate (suggesting potentially a vagally mediated or heart rate–sensitive mechanism). It is important to distinguish these findings from the Brugada-like ECG pattern that is recognized in V1–2.19

Recent interest in early repolarization focused on the finding of its increased prevalence in 206 patients with idiopathic ventricular tachycardia (VT)/ventricular fibrillation (VF).20 Community epidemiological studies reported that J waves or terminal slurring of the QRS, particularly in the inferior leads, had an adjusted hazard ratio of 2 to 4 for cardiac death.21,22 Although a hazard ratio of 2 is an important finding, it does not provide adequate differentiation for screening. Cappoto et al studied athletes with sudden cardiac death (SCD) and 365 healthy athletes.19 J wave and/or QRS slurring was found more frequently among athletes with cardiac arrest/sudden death than in control athletes. Nevertheless, the presence of this ECG pattern did not confer a higher risk for recurrent malignant ventricular arrhythmias. Of additional note is that ST elevation >2 mm seems to be unusual even in athletes.

**Manifestations of Increased Vagal Tone**

Sinus bradycardia, prolonged PR interval, and Wenckebach phenomenon are common in athletes as a result of the high resting vagal tone, or significantly lower intrinsic heart rates.23

**Authors’ Recommendation**

We do not recommend further evaluation for any degree of QRS voltage as long as it is isolated (ie, there are no other findings and it is associated with normal axis, acceptable repolarization, and normal atrial activation). Similarly, we do not recommend further evaluation for sinus bradycardia as low as 30 bpm (with sinus arrhythmia, some RR intervals could be prolonged to 3 seconds) or isolated early repolarization. A prolonged PR interval up to 300 ms should not prompt further workup, but longer intervals should be resolved with an exercise test (the PR interval should shorten as vagal tone is withdrawn). Similarly, Wenckebach phenomenon in isolation need not prompt further work up, but an exercise test could resolve any concern.

**Comparison With European Society of Cardiology Document**

These recommendations are in line with those of the ESC.

**Q Waves**

The pathophysiological basis of Q waves differs depending on the disease process (eg, ischemic or infiltrative myocardial disease versus classical asymmetrical hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). Notably, the diagnostic criteria also differ. Q-wave criteria for myocardial infarction range from the World Health Organization criteria (≥40 ms and amplitude >24% of the following R wave in 2 contiguous leads) to the computer-applied vectorial area criteria and Minnesota Code scores.24,25 Q waves in HCM appear to be caused by ventricular asymmetry, as demonstrated by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).26 Distinct criteria for HCM have been tested that differ with respect to the definition of Q waves.27 The best test characteristics for Q waves in HCM were found with >3 mm in depth and/or >40 ms duration in at least 2 leads. In this case, the “and/or” yields more positives than the “and” qualifier for Q wave criteria in coronary artery disease. Scores including28 or excluding Q wave criteria29 have been shown to have reasonable diagnostic yield in patients with HCM. The Q waves of HCM most often are seen in the inferior and/or lateral leads (Figure 1). The high QRS voltage seen in both athletes and HCM patients, however, means that these criteria could lead to the identification of many more athletes than those based on 25% of the proceeding R wave alone.
Authors’ Recommendation

Coronary artery disease is rare in individuals <40 years of age, whereas coronary anomalies tend not to be associated with myocardial infarction. Therefore, we recommend that HCM criteria for Q waves be used in young athletes (>3 mm in depth and/or >40 ms duration in any lead except AVR, III, and V1). We do not endorse the use of standard coronary disease criteria for Q waves in young athletes, but they should apply in athletes >40 years of age.

Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document

Specific criteria for Q waves are not discussed in the most recent ESC document, but prior publications from the group suggest an amplitude of 4 mm for Q-wave classification (adopted from the Pelliccia et al criteria for markedly abnormal). Athletes with Q waves should be referred for further evaluation.

Further Evaluation

Further evaluation for an athlete found to have Q waves should include a more detailed history, physical examination, and a full resting echocardiogram. This study should include standard measurements of chamber size, wall thickness, and valvular function. In addition, it is valuable to estimate left and right ventricular as well as left atrial volumes using the Simpson rule. Measures of diastolic function including the tissue Doppler of the lateral or medial mitral annulus can be particularly valuable for detecting subclinical cardiomyopathy. Modern echocardiography probes can detect coronary ostia in most adults. Depending on availability, cardiac MRI can provide accurate estimations of all these parameters as well as providing the additional value of delayed gadolinium enhancement for the detection of myocardial fibrosis or infiltrative disease, clearer delineation of proximal coronary arteries, and characterization of the subvalvular apparatus of the mitral valve. Cardiopulmonary exercise testing, though not necessary, may provide additional value in the differentiation of cardiomyopathy from athlete’s heart if this is still not clear from imaging studies and ECG. In particularly borderline cases, a full 4-generation family pedigree and genetic testing may be able to rule in cardiomyopathy or channelopathy. Convincingly causal mutations are found in ≈50% of patients who clearly have the disease, implying that the yield for athletes with borderline findings would be considerably lower than this. However, more extensive genetic testing, including whole-genome sequencing, may change this in the near future. For patients with findings that remain truly in a gray zone (ie, not diagnostic for cardiomyopathy), we recommend full disclosure of the unknown nature of the risk with a personal decision by the athlete on whether to participate. Examples include isolated wall thickness <15 mm, isolated borderline low left ventricular ejection fraction (50% to 55%), and isolated hypertrabeculation. A period of deconditioning may be informative in certain cases. Detailed discussion of secondary testing strategies is beyond the scope of this review; however, brief notes are made in each section below.

Conduction Delay

Although none would contest the need for further evaluation in athletes with a QRS duration longer than 120 ms, the excellent prognosis in asymptomatic air crewmen with this abnormality makes it likely that most will have normal imaging studies. Left bundle branch block appears to be less common and more ominous than right bundle branch block (RBBB) in asymptomatic athletes. In countries where Chagas disease is prevalent, its association with conduction system disease should be considered. Most computer interpretive programs make RBBB the interpretive statement for QRS durations as short as 106 ms if a RBBB pattern is present. QRS duration is a documented risk marker in HCM as well as in other populations.

Authors’ Recommendation

All athletes with a QRS duration >120 ms should be referred for further evaluation. This is one area where digital analysis can outperform standard visual measurement because the first onset and last offset in all of the leads can be considered. When an isolated RBBB pattern is present at >120 ms duration, most would not refer for further evaluation. However, the association of this pattern with atrial septal defect leads some practitioners to recommend an echocardiogram with contrast.

Figure 1. A 5-mm Q wave in lead V5 in a patient with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Note this is considered abnormal by ESC criteria and by our recommendation, but not by the 25% of the R wave criterion.
Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document

These recommendations are in line with the ESC document.

Further Evaluation

A standard secondary testing strategy (see Q-wave section) is indicated. A cardiac MRI may be particularly useful for ruling out infiltrative disease.

QRS Axis Deviation

The axis of the QRS complex is greatly dependent on age: it begins rightward at birth and shifts leftward with age. As most screened athletes are at an age when the axis is still in transition, right-axis deviation is a common finding (reported prevalence as high as 20%). In older populations, right-axis deviation is rare and generally associated with pulmonary disease. Left-axis deviation occurs in 8% of healthy air crewmen and is the most common abnormal ECG finding in the 30 to 40s age group. Several large cohort studies have attempted to define normal axis for age. The largest of these studied 46 129 individuals with a low probability of cardiovascular disease and found that 95% of athletes <20 years of age had QRS axis 0 to 102° and 95% of athletes 20 to 29 years of age had QRS axis of −10 to 95°. Sharma et al demonstrated similar findings in a cohort 18 years of age and under, with 95% of athletes exhibiting a QRS axis between 41 and 113°.

Authors’ Recommendation

In athletes, mild right-axis deviation or left-axis deviation should not trigger further evaluation unless there is a history of pulmonary disease or systemic hypertension, respectively. We recommend an acceptable range of between −30 and +115 degrees for isolated axis deviation.

Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document

Specific criteria for axis deviation are not discussed in the ESC document. However, this recommendation is consistent with previous writings from that group.

Further Evaluation

A standard secondary testing strategy is appropriate (see Q-wave section).

Right Ventricular Hypertrophy

Various voltage criteria have been recommended for right ventricular hypertrophy including R wave >7 mm in V1, R/S ratio >1 in V1, and the sum of R wave in V1 and S wave in V5/6>10.5 mm (Sokolow-Lyon). Although the Sokolow-Lyon voltage criteria for right ventricular hypertrophy was seen in only 1 of 172 professional soccer players (0.6%), Sharma et al described prevalence of 14% and 18% for LAA and RAA, respectively, in 1000 junior elite athletes with mean age of 16 years. However, in another population of 649 collegiate athletes with mean age of 20, LAA was seen in 0.7% and RAA in 1.8% of athletes. Pelliccia et al found the prevalence of LAA to be 4% and RAA to be 0.8% in 1005 trained athletes.

Authors’ Recommendation

Debate exists on the prevalence of LAA and RAA in athletes, and it appears to be more common in younger athletes.

Atrial Abnormalities

Although the criterion for RAA is simple (P-wave amplitude >2.5 mm in any lead), the criteria for left atrial abnormality (LAA) are 2 fold: (1) a negative component of the P wave in V1 or V2 of 40 ms duration and 1 mm amplitude, and (2) total P-wave duration of >120 ms (Figure 2). Computer determination of this latter duration criteria on the basis of spatial mathematical constructs can result in “normal” values much greater than the visually determined 120 ms and accordingly are not applicable. The prevalence of P-wave voltage and duration consistent with LAA and RAA in athletes is variable and dependent on age. Sharma et al describe prevalence of 14% and 18% for LAA and RAA, respectively, in 1000 junior elite athletes with mean age of 16 years. However, in another population of 649 collegiate athletes with mean age of 20, LAA was seen in 0.7% and RAA in 1.8% of athletes. Pelliccia et al found the prevalence of LAA to be 4% and RAA to be 0.8% in 1005 trained athletes.
Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document

The ESC document recommends further workup for the finding of atrial enlargement in all athletes.

Further Evaluation

A standard secondary testing strategy is appropriate (see Q-Wave section).

T-Wave Inversion

T-wave inversion (TWI) has similar prevalence among athletes and sedentary controls, suggesting that it is not a training-related phenomenon. Indeed, Pelliccia et al showed that TWI in the presence of normal imaging may be a harbinger of a future cardiomyopathic disease. Overall, TWI in large populations of mostly white athletes seems to be present at around 2% to 3%. However, Sharma et al have emphasized the importance of considering the ethnicity of the athlete. In a recent study, 240 black female athletes exhibited a higher prevalence of T-wave inversion compared with matched nonblack athletes (14% versus 2%). Notably, there were no significant differences in absolute values of maximal left ventricular wall thickness between athletes with T-wave inversions and those without. Black male athletes are also known to exhibit greater degrees of early repolarization, the voltage criterion for LVH and TWI. The last was found in 20% of 155 soccer players under 17 years of age in one African study.

Detailed computer analyses including vectorial assessment of T waves of athletes would help clarify an ethnically specific range of normal for TWI. A further important consideration relates to the significance of the negative component of biphasic T waves.

Authors’ Recommendation

In athletes not of African origin, TWI ≥1 mm in leads other than III, aVR, and V1/2 should lead to secondary evaluation. In athletes of African origin, TWI after ST elevation in V2-V4 does not need investigation whereas inferior or lateral lead TWI warrants follow-up.

Further Evaluation

A standard secondary testing strategy is appropriate (see Q-Wave section). Because TWI may be a harbinger of future disease, athletes with TWI whose imaging studies are negative (most likely >90%) should be followed annually with ECG and echocardiography. Cardiac MRI with gadolinium may be helpful in athletes with marked TWI in the inferior and lateral leads to rule out apical-variant HCM that may not be easily identified by echocardiography.

ST Depression

ST depression is rare in athletes and always deserves further workup. In assessing ST depression, careful attention must be paid to the choice of isoelectric line. Although the U-P wave level is theoretically appealing, the PR level is more practical. The PR level can be greatly affected by atrial repolarization and shortened PR intervals. Computer analysis further complicates this by detecting depression not easily seen visually. The ST level is also affected by whether the J-point, some later point, or the ST area is used. ST depression has been demonstrated to be prognostic in HCM, as well as other cardiac conditions.

Authors’ Recommendation

An athlete with any visually appreciated ST depression >0.5 mm below the PR isoelectric line occurring between the J-junction and beginning of the T wave >0.5 mm in any of the lateral leads (I, AVL, V5, V6) and >1 mm in any lead, should be sent for further evaluation.

Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document

The ESC document recommends that resting ST depression always be further evaluated but does not provide detail on to what extent and which leads.

Further Evaluation

A standard secondary testing strategy is appropriate (see Q-Wave section).

QT Abnormalities (Long and Short)

The QT interval reflects the time from initial depolarization of ventricular myocytes to the end of their repolarization. Repolarization abnormalities are caused by mutations in 1 of several membrane ion channels or exposure to medications that interfere with ion-channel function. A long-QT interval is indicative of prolonged repolarization that places athletes at higher risk of exercise-related SCD from the ventricular arrhythmia known as torsades de pointes. In a rare set of families with mutations causing augmented function of potassium ion channels responsible for repolarization, the QT shortens and is also associated with sudden death. The determination of an abnormal QT is challenging because of the often indistinct termination of the T wave and dynamic nature of the QT interval, which varies with heart rate, age, autonomic state, medications, and other factors. Numerous
methods, each with different limitations, have been proposed for heart-rate correction of the QT interval (QTc); the most commonly used is the Bazett formula: QTc = QT/(square root of the preceding R-R interval). Of note, this is less reliable at lower heart rates. Computerized measurements of the QT interval can be misleading and inconsistent between programs. Therefore, manual measurement and rate correction are necessary for accurate determination of the QTc. Methods such as using the tangent of the downslope of the T wave to calculate the QTc interval; however, U waves that merge with the T wave or give a “bifid” T-wave appearance should be taken into account. Other features of the T wave, such as morphology or variability of the QT across leads, may help distinguish between genotypes or reflect different features of repolarization but do not add as much prognostic value as the QTc interval itself.

Debate exists about what should be considered a normal QTc interval. Traditional cutoffs are up to 440 ms in men and 460 ms in women. It is clear that longer QTc intervals, particularly those >500 ms, are associated with higher risk of sudden death. However, traditional cutoffs also result in false-positive rates as high as 11%. Meanwhile, although a normal QT interval is associated with a lower risk, it does not rule out a potentially lethal long-QT genotype. Although a very short QTc (<340 ms) is seen in the context of a genetic diagnosis of short-QT syndromes caused by abnormalities in potassium or calcium channels, very short QTc intervals (even <320 ms) seem to be rare in large adult populations and not associated with adverse outcomes. However, there is significant uncertainty surrounding the risk of short QTc in athletes.

Authors’ Recommendation
We recommend that all athletes with a QTc >470 ms in men or 480 ms in women should undergo further evaluation for long-QT syndrome. We believe these cutoffs provide the best balance between false-positive and negative findings. QTc intervals shorter than 340 ms should also lead to further evaluation.

Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document
The ESC does not give a definitive recommendation relative to QTc cutoffs for secondary evaluation of long QT. The authors note that some believe a QTc of >500 ms is indicative of unequivocal long-QT syndrome while defining a gray zone between 440 ms (men)/460 ms (women) to 500 ms where more careful history may be revealing. Some sports physicians use 440 ms (men) and 460 ms (women) as an absolute indication for secondary testing.

A short QTc is defined by the ESC authors as 330 ms (or 310 ms in children). Values <380 ms, however, should lead to ruling out secondary causes (hypercalcemia, hyperkalemia, hyperthermia, acidosis, and drugs such as digitalis), and if none is found, clinical evaluation is recommended.

Further Evaluation
Further evaluation for channelopathy includes exclusion of secondary causes of prolonged or shortened QT, a 4-generation family pedigree, exercise or medication stress, extended rhythm monitoring, and consideration of genetic testing. A lying and standing 12-lead ECG has recently been shown to uncover prolonged repolarization in a proportion of long-QT patients. A long QT <500 ms in isolation without evidence to suggest arrhythmia and without a revealing family history represents a true gray area. In such cases, we recommend full disclosure of the unknown nature of risk to the athlete with a personal decision on competition.

Brugada-Like ECG Abnormalities and Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy or Dysplasia
The Brugada ECG pattern is associated with ventricular arrhythmia and sudden death. In many cases, Brugada syndrome follows a familial pattern of inheritance and in ~30% of cases, the pattern seems to be explained by a mutation in the sodium ion channel gene SCN5A. It is thought to be responsible for a significant proportion of SCD events, and although sudden death is generally not held to be precipitated by brief bouts of exercise, the increase in vagal tone associated with long-term intense training is thought to convey overall increased risk. The Brugada syndrome is defined by symptoms such as syncope in the presence of a type 1 Brugada pattern (RBBB morphology with a 2 mm ST-segment elevation). The second Brugada Syndrome Consensus Conference established criteria for 3 different Brugada-like ECG patterns (Figure 4). The type 1 pattern is further characterized by a coved-type ST segment that gradually descends into an inverted T wave. Type-2 pattern has a saddleback ST T wave with an ST-segment elevation that is >1 mm with a positive or biphasic T wave. Type-3 pattern also has a saddleback ST T wave but with an ST-segment elevation that is <1 mm and a positive T wave. Although lead V2 is usually the most pronounced, these patterns can extend from lead V1 through V3. If the ECG pattern is equivocal, placement of the precordial leads 1 to 2 intercostal spaces
higher can reveal an otherwise concealed type 1 pattern. Patients with inconclusive or type 2 and 3 ECG patterns can be challenged with sodium channel–blocking antiarrhythmic medications such as flecainide, procainamide, or ajmaline to reveal a type 1 pattern or induce ventricular arrhythmia.

Arrhythogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy or dysplasia (ARVC/D) is a desmosomal disease resulting in fibro-fatty replacement of the right or left ventricle causing electric instability and cardiomyopathy.51 Repolarization abnormalities are sensitive markers of disease expression in ARVC/TWI in V2–3, prolonged S-wave upstroke, and on occasion, epsilon waves. In the presence of RBBB, such repolarization abnormalities are harder to evaluate. However, extensive anterior TWI remains uncommon in the normal population. The modification of task force criteria for diagnosis of ARVC51 now include Epsilon waves (reproducible low-amplitude signals between the end of the QRS complex and the onset of the T wave) in the right precordial leads (V1–V3) as a major criterion. Cause of death in exercise is usually due to acceleration of VT that degenerates to VF.52 The mechanism behind exercise-induced SCD in ARVC/D, however, is not entirely clear. The finding of a slurred S wave is not felt to be sufficient to trigger further evaluation in athletes because its specificity is low.53 Although the most common cause of sudden death in young people in Italy, and recognized at a significant percentage in Denmark54 and the UK,55 ARVC/D seems to be less recognized elsewhere. For example, it is associated with only 1% of deaths in military recruits in a US Army autopsy study.56 However, in the US, autopsy methods and analysis, other than in the military, are not standardized, and the autopsy diagnosis of ARVC/D may be missed without careful examination of the right ventricle and right ventricular outflow tract.

Authors’ Recommendation
Asymptomatic athletes noted on screening to have type 1 Brugada ECG pattern should be further evaluated. We do not recommend further evaluation of athletes with isolated findings consistent with Epsilon waves. However, when associated with TWI or a significant family history, secondary testing is mandatory.

Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document
The ESC document provides specific guidance for distinguishing the type 1 pattern from athlete’s heart: Athletes exhibit an upsloping ST segment with a mean STJ/ST80 ratio ≤1 whereas Brugada patients show a downsloping ST segment with a STJ/ST80 ratio >1. Athletes with a suspected Brugada ECG should be referred for further evaluation. The ESC document does not make a specific recommendation in relation to ARVC, but it discusses the condition in relation to TWI and incomplete RBBB.

Further Evaluation
Secondary assessment for presence of the Brugada syndrome, including a search for associated clinical criteria, which include unexplained syncope, aborted sudden death, self-terminating VF or polymorphic VT, family history of sudden death, or nocturnal agonal respiration.57 In long-term prospective population studies, asymptomatic subjects identified with spontaneous Brugada pattern had no adverse outcomes reported.58 Brugada ECG patterns type 2 and 3 without the clinical features of Brugada syndrome do not warrant limitations in sport activity or further evaluation but may undergo serial follow-up for evidence of Brugada syndrome. Standard workup for ARVC/D includes cardiac MRI, signal-averaged ECG, Holter monitoring, and exercise testing.

Ventricular Preexcitation
The presence of an accessory pathway of conduction between the atrium and ventricle outside the atrioventricular node can predispose patients to atrioventricular reentry tachycardia, as well as very rapid ventricular conduction during other supraventricular tachycardias such as atrial fibrillation. Conduction via the accessory pathway leading to preexcitation of the ventricle can be seen on the ECG as the Wolf-Parkinson-White (WPW) pattern: a delta wave, which is slurring of the initial QRS and a short PR interval (<120 ms). Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome refers to preexcitation seen on ECG associated with the clinical tachyarrhythmia atrioventricular reentry tachycardia. However, not all patients with the WPW pattern will develop clinical tachycardias, and not all patients with atrioventricular reentry tachycardia will have preexcitation apparent on the surface ECG.

The WPW pattern occurs in ≈1 in 1000 persons and follow-up studies have demonstrated a prognosis similar to the general population.59,60 Most studies using the ECG as part of the PPE have demonstrated a prevalence of ventricular preexcitation pattern in athletes of 0.1% to 0.3%.2 The major risk associated with WPW is development of rapidly conducting atrial fibrillation that then degenerates to VF and sudden death. Because athletes are at higher risk for AF than the general population,61,62 there is greater concern for associated sudden death. In an extensive systematic review of the literature to identify causes of SCD in athletes, Bille et al63 reported that of 1101 SCDs in athletes <35 years of age, only 1 case of SCD was definitively related to WPW syndrome. To
help determine the appropriate treatment strategy in patients with the WPW pattern, several studies have evaluated the clinical outcomes in patients with WPW. Although supraventricular tachycardia is not uncommon in patients with WPW (20%), SCD was rare.59,60,64–66

Authors’ Recommendation
We recommend further evaluation for athletes with evidence of the WPW pattern, including an echocardiogram.

Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document
The ESC authors recommend referral for electrophysiology study in all athletes with evidence of preexcitation. Inducibility of atrioventricular reentry tachycardia and the refractoriness of the accessory pathway are proposed to influence eligibility for athletic competition. Echocardiography is also recommended.

Further Evaluation
The appropriate diagnostic workup of asymptomatic athletes identified with the WPW pattern remains controversial.67 We recommend an echocardiogram because of its association with cardiomyopathy68 and rhythm monitoring. Athletes who develop symptoms on close follow-up or have documentation of supraventricular tachycardia should undergo EP study. Given the low rate of sudden death, we do not believe routine EPS should be required to allow continued sports participation. Exercise testing to estimate the refractory period of manifest accessory pathways may be considered, with the assumption that a short refractory period places the patient at higher risk of atrial fibrillation–induced sudden death. However, in light of the low likelihood of sudden death observed in population studies, there is insufficient data to recommend this routinely.

Some experts have a lower threshold for EPS if athletes are involved in activities in which a sudden onset of an arrhythmia might put the athlete or others at risk (for example, swimming, biking, and auto racing).12

Ventricular Extrasystoles and Supraventricular Arrhythmia
A common question relates to athletes whose random ECG shows ≥1 premature ventricular contraction (PVC). In contrast with clinical populations where 5% of cardiology clinic patients aged 60 manifest a PVC on a random ECG69 (10% in heart failure patients70 and associated with risk) in college athletes, <1% exhibit a PVC on a random ECG. The significance of such a finding is unknown.
Authors’ Recommendation

Any athlete with documented atrial fibrillation/flutter, supraventricular tachycardia, complete heart block, or ≥2 PVCs on a screening ECG should be referred for further evaluation. Some practitioners believe that PVCs with left bundle branch block configuration coexisting with left-axis deviation are of more concern and should always require further evaluation.

Comparison With the European Society of Cardiology Document

The ESC document does not specifically comment on ventricular extrasystoles.

Further Evaluation

A standard secondary evaluation is indicated (see Q-Wave section) with the inclusion of extended rhythm monitoring. In the absence of structural heart disease or symptomatic syncopal events, patients with ventricular extrasystoles or supraventricular arrhythmias including lone atrial fibrillation should not be limited from competitive activity.

Contiguous Leads

A requirement for findings in 2 contiguous leads formed part of the guidelines for thrombolysis for acute myocardial infarction and has been included in ECG criteria in other areas. As far as we can tell, this is a remnant from the early days of electrocardiography when each lead was only viewed for several seconds and respiratory variation and noise were problematic. Requiring 2 leads lessened false positives though unappreciated effects were to widen the area of involvement and lessen sensitivity. Today, most physicians use computerized systems that average 10 seconds on all leads, making a finding in 1 lead sufficient representation of that area.

Conclusion

The appropriate interpretation of the ECG in young athletes is challenging. False-positive findings created by the application of standard ECG criteria to the interpretation of athletes’ ECGs have led to a highly variable rate of secondary testing (8% to 15%). To reduce the financial and psychological burden of false-positive ECGs, interpretation should be car-
ried out using athlete-specific criteria. We provide in Figure 5 a summary of our approach to interpreting athletic ECGs with examples.

An unappreciated benefit of adding the ECG to the PPE is that ECG abnormalities often lead to intensified questioning of athletes and their family members. A more thorough history can further stratify an athlete’s risk before he or she participates in sports. The subsequent clinical, ECG, and echocardiographic evaluation of family members provides further objective data.

In an attempt to standardize the interpretation of ECGs, minimize human error, and reduce the requirement for immediate interpreter expertise, some recommend computer-based algorithms for analysis of ECGs. It should be acknowledged that the available ECG interpretive programs appear to make more exact and reproducible measurements than visual assessment but that their diagnostic statements are often inappropriate. At times, statements from commercial computerized ECG devices cause unnecessary alarm to families, coaches, and primary care physicians. Accordingly, ECG tracings from these systems should not be given to athletes for their own records without considerable editing by an experienced qualified physician.

One of the major limitations in this field is the absence of good data on the validity of specific ECG criteria. For example, although many studies describe ECGs in large populations of athletes, few have directly compared ECG findings in normal athletes to those with inherited cardiovascular diseases such as those known to cause sudden death. These issues along with the need for long-term studies have been discussed previously.71 One area that has begun to be addressed is cost-effectiveness.3 However, many other areas such as sport-specific differences in sudden death as well as sex- and ethnicity-specific differences in the ECG and in sudden death rates remain poorly understood. Finally, we note that the recommendations detailed in this article represent the consensus opinions of experts from many countries with decades of experience in dealing with athletes and ECGs. Of note, they do not represent an official guideline from any 1 national body.
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